Instructions:

- Use for requests to use a Directed Independent Study in Psychology (DIS, PSY 4906) toward the laboratory course requirement for the BA in Psychology program.
- In order to count as a laboratory experience toward the Psychology major, the DIS must be taken for no less than 3 credit hours and must have involved your participation in the conduct of research (as defined by the supervisor) for at least 9 hours per week.
- Only one DIS (PSY 4906 for 3 credit hours) may be counted toward the laboratory requirement for the major in Psychology (BA program).
- Only one DIS (PSY 4906 for 3 credit hours) may be counted as an elective for the major in Psychology (BA program).
- The same DIS cannot be counted as both a laboratory course and a psychology elective.
- If you handwrite your responses on this form, you must print using block letters.
- Submit completed petition to the Department of Psychology (BS 101).
- All documentation becomes property of the Department and will not be returned or saved. The student should keep originals of important documents and submit only copies to the Department.
- A usual time frame is 2 weeks after submission for notification of decision; notification is by e-mail. If you do not provide an e-mail address or if the address cannot be read, you will not be notified.
- Student are required to earn at least the last 30 upper-division credit hours toward the baccalaureate degree in residence at FAU and at least 75% of all upper-division courses in the major department from FAU. Approved petitions never override the University’s requirement.

Last Name: _________________________  First Name: _________________________  Z#: _________________________

Daytime Phone #: (______) _______ - _______  FAU E-mail (required): _____________________ @ fau.edu

Major(s): __________________________________  Primary Campus (indicate one): Boca  Davie  Jupiter  PSL

Minor(s): ___________________________

I hereby petition the Department of Psychology to accept the following course as satisfying the laboratory requirement for the BA in Psychology program:

DIS Title: ____________________________________________________________

DIS Supervisor’s Name: ______________________________________________

PSY 4906 section #: _________________________________________________

Semester completed (circle semester and write in year):

Fall  Spring  Summer:  A  B  C  Year: __________________

I understand that the same PSY 4906 DIS course cannot be used to count as both a laboratory course and a psychology elective course toward the Psychology major (BA program).

Signature of student  Date

Departmental Use:

I certify that the DIS completed by this student during the indicated term should be counted as a 3 credit hour laboratory course toward the requirements for the BA in Psychology program.

YES  NO

Signature of project supervisor or faculty advisor for the project

Date: _____________________________

Comments: ________________________________________________________________